UNIT 9-8 OLD

I/ Fill in the blanks with the suitable prepositions.
1. The girl fell.............. her bike and hit her head.............. the road.
2. The policeman asked me to phone........ an ambulance.
3. You'd better put pressure.............. the wound.
4. The ambulance will be there.............. about 10 minutes.
5. Don't overheat the victim.............. blankets or coats.
6. How can we make contact.............. you?
7. Thanks.............. your praise. It really cheers me..............
8. Will you come .............. to my house.............. the weekend?
9. Ngo Si Lien lane is................ Quang Trung street and Tran Hung Dao street.
10. After the accident I spent six months.............. crutches.

II/ Choose the suitable words or phrases to fill in the blanks.
1. Cool the burns immediately so as to.............. tissue damage.
   a. ease              b. relieve              c. minimize              d. maximize
2. The lane is ....... Nguyen Trai street and Tran Hung Dao street.
   a. near              b. between.             c. beside              d. on
3. .............. you post this letter for me, please?
   a. Will              b. Do                c. Are              d. Won't
4. She promise she .......... me up at 7.30.
   a. picks              b. pick              c. is going to pick          d. will pick
5. Are you looking forward.............. on holiday?
   a. going              b. to go              c. to going              d. that you go
6. People use first-aid.............. ease the victim's pain and anxiety.
   a. so that              b. in order to              c. so as not to              d. in order that
7. .............. is used to check one's eyesight.
   a. eye-shade          b. Eyeglass              c. Eyepiece              d. Eye chart
8. Leave the victim.............. flat and don't let him.............. chilled.
   a. lying/ to become        b. to lie/ become            c. lying/ become        d. to lie/ to become
9. He broke his legs, so he has to use a(n).............. to get around.
   a. stretcher              b. ambulance              c. wheelchair              d. scale
10. Shall I do the washing- up? - ..............
    a. I'm afraid not        b. I don't think so
    c. No, thanks. I can do it myself        d. I'm sorry I can't
III. Read:
1. Read the following passage. Then answer the questions

A girl riding a bike when she had an accident. She fell off her bike and hit her head on the road. Her head was hurt and it was badly bleeding. However she was still conscious. It was an accident so people called an ambulance in order to take her to the hospital. While waiting for the ambulance, some people try to stop the bleeding by using a hankershief to cover the wound. Then they put pressure on it and held it tight. They try to talk to her so as to keep her awake. After about ten minutes, the ambulance arrived and the victim was taken to the hospital.

1. Where was the girl hurt?
............................................................................................................................................

2. Was she conscious?
............................................................................................................................................

3. What did some people do to keep her awake?
............................................................................................................................................

4. Where was the girl after ten minutes?
............................................................................................................................................
2. Complete the following passage with the words given in the box.

   example - in - learners - try - remember - different - list

   Language (0) **learners** learn words in (1) ____________ ways. Some learners make a (2) ____________ and put into it the meanings of new words in their mother tongue, and (3) ____________ to learn them by heart. However, others do not. Instead, they write one or two (4) ____________ sentences with each new word in order to (5) ____________ how to use the word (6) ____________ the right way.

3. Read the text below and answer True (T) or False (F) sentences

   Parents speak in a different way to young children. They are not aware of doing this, but they actually change the way they speak. When a baby says its first words, its parents speak very clearly to it. They stop making the kinds of errors which are usually so common in ordinary speech. They also speak to the baby in a slightly higher voice. Finally, they usually ask simple questions and do not use many statements.

   Notes:
   - be aware of : biết, nhận thức rõ
   - error : lỗi sai.

   1. Most parents know they change their way of speaking. ____
   2. Parents generally speak in a very clearly way to young children. ____
   3. They also speak correctly and do not make mistakes. ____
   4. They never ask young children questions ____

4. Read the following passage. Then answer the questions

   A good memory is a great help in learning a language. Everybody learns his own language by remembering what he hears when he is a small child, and some children like boys and girls who live abroad with their parents seem to learn two languages almost as easily as one. In school, it isn’t so easy to learn second language because the pupils have little time for it; and busy with other subjects as well.

   The best way for most of us to remember things is to join them in our mind with something which we know already or which we easily remember because we have a picture of it in our mind. That is why it is better to learn words in sentences, not by themselves, or to see, or do, or feel what a word means when we first use.

   **Questions**

   1. What is a great help in learning a language?
   .................................................................................................................................

   2. Why is it difficult to learn a second language in school?
   .................................................................................................................................

   3. What is the best way for most of us to remember things?
   .................................................................................................................................
4. Is it better to lean words in sentences?

IV. WRITE:

**Complete the thanks note.**

1. Thank you/ flowers/ you give me/ while/ I/ hospital

2. They/ beautiful/ help/ cheer me up

3. I/ come out of/ hospital/ Monday.

4. Now I/ bored/ you/ come over/ house

5. I/ love/ see you

6. I/ phone you/ Sunday